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Length (LOA): 22 feet Width (Beam): 7 feet 4 inches
Motor: 4.0 KW Continous Rated (Equivalent to 10 Horsepower)
Battery: 48 Volt (8 X 6 Volt AGM Deep Cycle)
AC Input: 115 or 220 Volts AC / 50 or 60 Hertz
Grid Charging: 6 Hours (115 Volts) or 4 Hours (220 Volts)
Capacity: 10 People
Material: Fiberglass and Aluminum
Solar Array: 760 Watts (Peak)
Daily Range: Minimum of35 Miles (55 Kilometers)
Top Speed: 6 Knots (7 MPH or 11 KPH)
Cruising Speed: 5 Knots (6 MPH or 10 KPH)

DEEP BLUE i

The first inboard from the leader in electric propulsion
• 40 HP and 80 HP equivalent
• Fully integrated hightech system
• Industrial engineering

• 9-year warranty on battery capacity
• Superior price / performance ratio
• Sophisticated safety standards

uk@torqeedo.com I www.torqeedo.com
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The revival of the Monty Python team
at the 02 arena is a reminder of the
EBA's annual general meeting which
again debated the meaning of life
(or rather, did the Association have
any purpose). Somebody posed the
question 'why do we exist' but the
answer lies in his own presence at the
meeting as one of a number of like
minded people with a common interest
and enthusiasm (in this instance for
electric boating), and such is the DNA
of every club, society and association.
All those with an electric boat, or
aspiring to have electric boat, promote
in their own way this small but growing
sector of the marine leisure market.
And it is in the interest of trade
members in this market to support
and encourage such associations of
potential customers. The influence of
organisations like the EBA may only
be at the micro level at this moment in
time, particularly with the news from
Frederic Vergels that the European
Commission's Research and Innovation
Transport Directorate thinks that the
electric boat market sector is too small
to merit support, but as this magazine
constantly reports, it is a sector that is
growing on a world wide basis.
The UK EBA will be promoting
electric boating in an evening event at
the Southampton Boat Show on 18
September (page 36).

In this issue we pay tribute to John
Hustwick who has stepped down
as EBA Chairman after thirteen
years (page 7). And we report on
a 'magnificent man and his flying
machine' (page 6).
But returning to the theme of 'Why',
it was sobering to read that at a recent
world summit John Kerry the US
Secretary of State told international
leaders that we run the risk of breaking
entire ecosystems and urged immediate
action on over fishing, pollution and
changes in ocean chemistry caused by
rising carbon dioxide emissions.
On page 24 Kevin Desmond reports
on the efforts of the Galapagos
Islands authorities to limit their
environmental impact. Charles Darwin
would hopefully have approved.
My attention was caught by the press
release regarding the Little Venice
Canalway Cavalcade (page 7). There
were all sorts of trophies awarded
including the Cruise Electric Trophy.
But on close examination this turned
out to be for the best illuminated boat
in Sunday evening's procession.
There is some way to go
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Designed for nautical enthusiasts that enjoy quiet
and easy cruising she offers great stability and
comfort for 8 adults. A unique hard top system
which can be raised or lowered in a matter of
seconds offers the ultimate in weather protection
and security. The incorporated sliding doors offer
easy and comfortable access
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A contemporary day cruiser combining modern
arid classic elements of the Baltic, Adriatic and
Mediterranean, perfect for discovering the worlds
extensive offshore and inland waterways. Energy
Bc is the latest model launched by Alfastreet
Marine in 2013 . Available with inboard Electric or
petrol engine options .
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In Brief
Broads Bottoms
Two Broads Authority ranger launches
now have super clean hulls, thanks to
an innovative coating that protects the
boat and the environment. Traditional
and commonly used antifoulant
paints prevent growth of algae on
submerged boat surfaces, but in the
Broads, the likely level of this natural
growth is relatively low compared
to marine situations. To help protect
against contamination of the sensitive
Broads freshwater ecosystem, several
different types of hull coating have
been developed that don't rely on toxic
chemicals. The Broads Authority's
boats have a silicon based hull coating
that feels slippery to the touch and
prevents any mussels or dense growths
of algae attaching themselves to the
boat underwater. It also helps the
vessel glide through the water and
keep fuel consumption down. All that
is needed for annual maintenance is
a quick spray with a pressure washer,
or wipe with a wet rag. Removing the
thin layer of silt and slime is a lot less
hassle and expense than reapplying
another coat of normal antifoul paint
that can leave a legacy of chemicals in
the waterways.

RTA Reformed
The River Thames Alliance,
previously managed and financed by
the Environment Agency, has been
reformed and is now an organisation
financed by its members. It plans to
create a sustainable River Thames
into the next decade by providing
an over-arching organisation of
councils, communities, charities,
clubs and individuals. Fifteen local
authorities have already joined,
together with boating, angling, and
trade organisations, and individual
members. Members pay a subscription
according to their involvement on the
river with the larger local authorities
and commercial companies paying an
annual subscription of £1,000.
Other levels of subscription are
£500, £100 and £25 for smaller
organizations and individuals.
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New Life in Old Rivers
Throughout the build up to the
London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic
Games, the Olympic Delivery
Authority and Canal & River Trust
worked hard to improve the condition
of the Park's rivers by creating new
river walls and towpaths, dredging
deeper channels, improving wildlife
habitats and refurbishing disused
locks. Since handing the rivers over
to the London Legacy Development
Corporation in 2012, the once hidden
and forgotten waterways have been
given a new lease of life. The six
kilometres of rivers in the Park were
once a key transport network for
the industries that lined the river but
the decline of canal freight after the
Second World War, together with a

build-up of silt, saw the rivers become
virtually un-navigable until they were
eventually closed altogether. But all
that has changed since the London
2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games.
For the first time since the waterways
were restored, public boats can now
navigate the rivers in the shadows of
some of sports' most iconic venues.
At the beginning of May the St.
Pancras Cruising Club and the Inland
Waterways Association led a flotilla
of boats into the Park. The event was
part of a series of preview days giving
boaters the chance to cruise along
Waterworks River before getting up
close to the iconic Stadium on the Old
River Lea, City Mill River and Bow
Back River.

Is it a bird .... is it a plane ... .
No..its a quadcoptor, although it
does have a bird's eye view. Operated
by Skymaster Nick Goldring (aka
EBA Webmaster) the DJI Phantom
2 quadcopter with a GoPro Hero 3

HD camera on a 3 axis gyro stabilised
gimbal has made a fantastic overhead
video of the EBA's AGM Taunton
cruise. YouTube link:
http://youtu.be/ 68mfuD tS5Co

:a.TE=....S
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Little Venice Cavalcade
Over 130 boats attended and record
numbers of people came out to enjoy
the colourful spectacle and fun of the
Inland Waterways Association's 2014
Canalway Cavalcade over the May
Day Bank Holiday weekend at Little
Venice in London. At the Opening
Ceremony on Saturday afternoon
Libby Bradshaw, Events Manager on
the organising committee, introduced
Richard Parry, Chief Executive of
the Canal & River Trust, and Les
Etheridge, National Chairman of
IWA. Both emphasised the value
of the waterways, the work already
achieved and the necessity to continue
the job of preserving them.
They also stressed the need for more

volunteers, not only to work to restore
the waterways, but to assist in the
organising of such successful events as
Canalway Cavalcade.
Councillor Sarah Richardson, Lord
Mayor of the City of Westminster,
welcomed everybody and thanked
IWA for putting on the event. As has
become the tradition at Cavalcade, she
then rang the ship's bell to officially
open the festival.
The procession of illuminated boats
on the Sunday evening was also very
well attended with some remarkable
constructions including Nelson's
Column, a replica Boris with one of
his bikes and some guards from the
Trooping of the Colour.

Canal heritage in good hands
Over the last financial year the Canal
and River Trust carried out 261 works
requiring heritage consent or clearance
plus hundreds more works to historic
canal infrastructure that, because
they were not listed, didn't require
specific clearance. The conservation
works, which included repairs to
numerous locks, including the Caen
Hill Lock Flight, as well as bridges and
aqueducts, were subject to heritage
consent or clearance from either local
planning authorities, English Heritage
or CADW Sir Neil Cossons, Britain's
leading authority on industrial heritage,
former chairman of English Heritage
and independent chair of the Trust's
heritage advisory group, said 'The
nation's canal heritage is amongst the

finest examples of industrial heritage
in the world. In the Canal and
River Trust we have a real champion
looking after it. 'The age and nature
of the canal network together with
its importance makes for a hugely
challenging and rewarding task for the
Trust. Very few organisations have
to carry out such large numbers of
heritage conservation works each year
and very few manage to achieve such
an excellent level of performance.'
Nigel Crowe, head of heritage at the
Trust, stated 'The nation's ageing canal
network is a unique window onto our
industrial past. We have a long list
of conservation works planned for
the year ahead and a lot more to do
besides.'

For service above and beyond
After thirteen years as Chairman of
the EBA John Hustwick stood down
at the Association's AGM in June
and was presented with the St Davids
Trophy which is awarded for the
advancement of electric boating.
Malcolm Moss the EBA President
congratulated John for all the mud
he had walked through and all the
rain he had endured over the past
thirteen years in helping the Secretary
transport, set up and man the EBA
stand promoting electric boating in
all parts of the country. John thanked
those present saying he had joined
the EBA when he had a steam boat
but was thinking he might convert to
electric. He never thought he would
end up as Chairman. Tony Rymell
EBA Private Members Vice Chairman,
and the South West Representative on
the Executive Committee takes over
as Chairman. Tony was on the EBA
stand at Tiverton (see report page 8)
and it was a good introduction to the
commitment needed to attend shows
year in year out in all weathers.

Rain and Mud .....

..... Gale and Flood
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Beale Park Show goes Outdoor
Report and pictures i?Y Barbara Penniall
Under new management, the Beale
Park Boat show has been re-branded
as a 'boat and outdoor show' and
certainly drew attendance from a
number of families coming to enjoy
the attractions of the Newfoundland
dogs 'rescuing' swimmers from the
lake, the jazz band, a variety of crafts
in the marquee and stalls more often
seen at a car boot sale. The Show is set
around a seven acre lake with access
to the busy Thames and offers the
opportunity to try boats - whether
sailing, paddling, steaming or silent
electric cruising, The Electric Boat
Association has always looked forward
to attending and with many other
events in the area being cancelled
following after effects of the winter
flooding, we were relieved the show
opened to a day of brilliant sunshine
and a cloudless sky. The electric boat
industry was represented by business
members Henwood and Dean,
showing their beautiful restoration
work, the Thames Electric Launch
Company selling outboard motors
and giving advice on conversions,
Intramore demonstrating their
Portabote and Pondel Boats cruising
the lake in their 15ft open launch. CPC
Batteries were exhibiting and were
interested to learn of the EBA's work.
They have recently joined as business
members. English Harbour Yachts
were on site showing examples of
their range offering electric propulsion
and a new company to electric
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boating, ABC Marine exhibited a very
interesting all electric Dutch style open
launch.
Watercraft had organized another
Makita Cordless Challenge, where
boats had to compete over a measured
course using only propulsion from
electric power tools. This year even
more craft took place, showing a
variety of style and skills - some

extremely imaginative! Saturday'S
challenge was not only a race over
a measured course, including going
round buoys, but also picking up a
passenger at one point and returning
to the finishing line - sometimes
towing them in another craft. This
challenge was won by Dennis Alcock
in his trimaran called Fast Three (extra

hull added for the passenger) but he
lost a hull and became Fast Two for
Sunday's challenge - a straightforward
speed over distance race. He won
one heat but the other heat was
won comfortably by a team of naval
architect students from Southampton
University in a craft named Chicken
Nugget. Very generously, Dennis gave
his prize for that race to the students,
as he had already won the previous
day. The Makita Challenge was
certainly the highlight of the weekend
regarding lake activity and the main
prize of £800 of Makita cordless
products plus two other prizes for
novel entries were very generous and
well received.
Usually the Beale Park show is very
well attended, but although we dealt
with several serious enquiries about
electric boating and it was a bonus
that so many EBA members took the
time and trouble to say hello, for many
exhibitors it was a much quieter show
than in previous years.

IWA National Campaign Festival
The Inland Waterways Association's
National Campaign Festival in Chester,
which took place at the beginning of
June, was a spectacular event. Boats
from all over the country assembled
in the canal basin at Tower Wharf to
support IWA Chester and Merseyside
Branch's campaign to repair and reopen the canal river lock leading onto
the River Dee, with the longer term
aim of bypassing the old weir tidal
lock on Chester waterfront by building
a new lock on the site of an old mill
race further upstream (see pictures
to right). The festival was opened by
the Lord Mayor of Chester, Cllr Bob
Rudd, who acknowledged that Chester
had been left behind in making the
most of its local waterways, and

promised that the newly launched
Chester Waterways Strategy would be
acted upon. Both IWA and Chester
Canal Heritage Trust members have
worked with Canal & River Trust,
Cheshire West and Chester Council
to develop a vision for Chester's
canal and river connection which
they believe would be the catalyst
for growth and regeneration in the
area. The event featured live music,
entertainment, guided tours, free boat
trips and children's activities from
IWA's Wild Over Waterways. The
Lyceum Brass Band featured WWl
and WW2 music as part of aD-Day
commemoration and an RAF Spitfire
delighted crowds with five flypasts and
a wing wobble.

IWA Trailboat Rally Grand Western Canal
The 2014 IWA Trailboat Rally at
Tiverton was scheduled for the late
May Bank Holiday to coincide with
the re-opening of the Grand Western
Canal following its breach in 2012.
It was also the bi-centenary of the
completion of the canal in 1814 and a
fun filled weekend had been planned
with celebrations in various areas

report and picture i?Y Barbara Penniall

nearby. The day allocated for trade
exhibitors was booked in the calendar
for the EBA to take a stand. Thanks to
local support from Tony Rymell and
Adrian Dalziel the gazebo was erected,
the display organized, information
and literature in place - and then the
heavens opened. Or perhaps more
accurately, just split asunder and it
was more like standing under a solid
sheet of water, than just heavy rain.
The deep red of the Somerset soil
immediately turned into thick red mud.
Umbrellas up, exhibitors went from
one stand to another trying to find
one which wasn't letting in water (ours
did). lan and Sylvia Rutter arrived in
Watts Ahead (canopy well and truly
in place) to moor alongside Adrian

Dalziel's Ohm Maid, (an open skiff) and
Tony Rymell's Sylvan Dream - a 23ft
Wilderness Beaver.
We did brave the conditions for as
long as possible, but by mid-day the
canal was overflowing, the public
conspicuous in its absence and
very sensibly the organizers told
exhibitors to pack up and clear the
site, offering towing facilities for our
vehicles. The weather was kinder over
the following two days and it was
extremely unfortunate that the day
designated for exhibitors proved to
be such a wash out (quite literally).
However, those who stayed for the
weekend reported an improvement in
conditions and they managed to enjoy
the celebrations.
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New range of marine lithium-ion batteries
Saft, a world leading designer and
manufacturer of advanced technology
batteries for industry launched its
new Seanergy® range of lithiumion ([i-ion) battery modules at the
Electric & Hybrid Marine Show held
in Amsterdam at the end of June.
Developed to offer the proven safety,
performance and reliability advantages
of Li-ion Super- Iron Phosphate®
(SLFP) chemistry in a fully integrated
solution designed specifically for civil
marine propulsion installations. The
new range includes a variety of Energy
and Power modules that offer the
flexibility and adaptability to create
highly efficient, cost-effective battery
systems to power full-electric and
hybrid electric applications for a wide
variety of vessels including work boats,
ferries, offshore support, cruise-liners
and cargo ships.
'Silent, clean and cost-effective
operations are now key priorities for
the marine transportation industry,'
says Didier Jouffroy, Saft's Marine
Products and Applications Manager.
'The trend for electric propulsion is
being driven by the needs of the civil
marine industry to demonstrate that
it is sustainable and energy efficient.
This means it has to adapt fast to meet
ever tighter environmental regulations
that aim to reduce both emissions
and noise nuisance while increasing
efficiency. New concepts in ship
architecture are now incorporating
advanced battery technology for both
pure electric propulsion and hybrid
systems, where the batteries work in
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conjunction with diesel generators,
or possibly gas turbines, and electric
motors.'
Saft has built on the well proven
SLFP cell technology to create the
new Seanergy® modules that provide
maintenance-free energy storage in a
compact package designed specifically
for marine applications, with the
emphasis on long life and optirnized
total cost of ownership (TeO).
Both Energy and Power modules
are available. This modular approach
provides the flexibility and scalability
to deliver the appropriate levels of
energy (MWh) and power (MW) for
every application.
The key advantages of Saft SLFP cell
technology for marine applications
are its increased safety, its light weight
and compact size, high efficiency, long
calendar and cycling life, fast-charging
capability and high power output both continuous and in pulses and the
ability to deliver high voltages - up to
1000V. Saft is a pioneer in electrically
powered vessels, which are growing in
popularity and offer the promise of
low operating costs, quiet operation
and reduced emissions. Saft sees
significant potential in this market and
has received an order from Stockholm
ferry operator Ballerina for lithiumion ([i-ion) battery systems that will
power a brand new electric ferry boat
for the city of Stockholm. Ballerina is
a well-established operator of ferries
and has placed the order for Saft's Liion marine battery systems on behalf
of Stockholm Public Transportation

in Sweden, which ordered a battery
powered ferry with the objective
of saving fuel and improving its
environmental credentials. The
order builds on Saft's experience of
supplying Li-ion battery systems to the
marine sector, where there is growing
demand for propulsion systems that
offer significant fuel savings compared
with diesel engines as well as operation
that is both quiet and low in emissions.
In 2013, Saft supplied batteries for two
new hybrid battery-and-diesel-powered
ferryboats for the city of Bordeaux, as
well as a 100 percent battery powered
shuttle boat which began service on
the canal Saint-Denis in Paris.
When it starts operation in September
2014 Ballerina's new electric ferry,
will carry foot passengers and cyclists
between 10 stops on a 50 minute
route of the waterways of Stockholm.
It will operate throughout the year,
completing eight round trips per day.
The batteries will be fully charged
during the ferry's overnight stay in
the harbour with two partial charging
sessions during the course of the day.
To deliver the required power Saft is
supplying its marine battery systems
with a total energy storage capacity of
500 kWh, at 650 V.

Lead Crystal Batteries
a new development with patented technology that offers an alternative to the
environmental, safety and performance impact of traditional lead acid and lead gel
batteries
The introduction of Lead Crystal
batteries is a result of years of
research and development to produce
a cleaner, safer, higher performing
range of industrial batteries, for
use across a wide spectrum of
applications. ISO 14001 certified, not
only are they said to perform bettter
across a range of measures than lead
acid or lead gel battteries but they
also do not contain any toxic fluids,
cadmium or antinomy. At least 99%
of the battery can be recycled, and it
will not emit any hazardous corrosive
vapours. They are classified as nonhazardous goods for the purpose of
transport, including by aircraft.
Designed for deep discharge, they
have a long service life and can be
discharged over and over again. The
battery keeps performing, even at
extreme temperatures. And every time,
the battery recovers to its full rated
capacity. All Lead Crystal batteries
have a unique patented micro-porous
high-absorbency mat, extra thick plates
cast from lead-calcium-selenium alloy
with a high level of purity and a non
corrosive Si02-electrolyte solution.
During charging the electrolyte
solidifies and forms a non toxic white
crystalline powder. This is the key to
the safe fluidless, high performance
and to the production of an
environmentally friendly battery which
is far more robust when compared to
standard lead acid or lead gel batteries.
The technology was developed in
South Africa and has proven its worth
throughout the world.
In addition to coming with a three
year warranty the lead crystal batteries
charge twice as fast as conventional
alternatives, can be 100% discharged
daily and fully recovered, have a
service life of eighteen years, can
provide in excess of 6,000 cycles
(dependent on DoD) and can be
stored for two years without additional

charging. The batteries also have a
wide operating temperature range -40
to +65 degrees C. Together with being
highy recyclable these measures give
the batteries significant advantages
over standard lead acid and lead gel,
as well as over lithium ion batteries
in many areas. But while the Lead
Crystal battery performance may only
be average compared with lithium ion
batteries the cost of Lead Crystal is far
lower. Compared with standard lead
acid batteries the cost is approximately
double but the cost per cycle is far
lower.
Lead Crystal batteries are manufacured
by Betta Batteries. The company was
incorporated in 2009 and has since
made huge progress and entered into
partnerships with leading distributors
throughout the world, running a
growing number of reference projects
with industrial market leaders.
Lead Crystal batteries are exclusively
available in the UK through Harland
Sirnon UPS and can be used across a
wide range of applications wherever
lead acid or lead gel batteries are
curently used including electric
powered vehicles, un-interruptible
power systems (UPS), for back up and
operating industrial power systems and
within a range of renewable energy
and telecommunication systems.
Harland Simon is incorporating Lead
Crystal batteries into its own UPS
supply systems and Phil Dunn Harland
Sirnon business development manager
says,

'Traditional lead acid and lead gel
batteries, by the nature of their
manufacture and what is contained
within them are extremely harmful
for the environment and come
with a range of handling, storage,
transport and recycling issues. They
also perform poorly when compared
to Lead Crystal battteries. The
development of our Lead Crystal
technology means there is now an
alternative battery solution which will
not only enable a business to reduce
the hazards associated with lead acid
and lead gel but enjoy significantly
increased performance benefits,
much longer shelf life and better
environmental credentials.'
It is estimated that there are billions
of batteries in use around the world
and about a third of the global market
is accounted for by lead acid or lead
gel batteries, mostly by the automotive
industry. But the same technology is
also used in numerous other industrial
applications induding the rapidly
growing e-mobility sector.
Lead Crystal batteries are already
used in many places around the world
where people are working towards
sustainable energy (wind and solar
power) but also in the health-care
sector, by manufacturing and transport
businesses and wherever electrical
motive power is required (from
wheelchair to golf cart) and the new
batteries provide an improved, cost
effective and sustainable alternative to
the old technology.
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Alfastreet Marine
Energy 23c
As John Charlton the Hire Fleet
Manager for Bowness Bay Marina
came out of his office and made his
way to the Alfa Street Energy 23c
moored on marina jetty he pressed the
boat's key fob. The clamshell canopy
that had been lying almost Bush with
the gunwales - a slight gap is left for
ventilation - rose swiftly 'a nd silently
on hydraulic struts, extending until it
became high enough to stand under.
Once aboard he pressed the button
again to lower the roof a little and
we set off down the lake. The roof
provides weather protection for the
cockpit without the need for the
typical tonneau cover. At the touch
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of a remote control, it can be lowered
down to cover the open cockpit,
serving as a rain cover and security
measure. A similar hydraulic system
lifts the small roof of the fore cabin
providing ventilation inside.
On board, the 23cs holds up to
eight passengers and includes a fully
upholstered cabin with dual seating
and table that transforms into a double
bed. Those that don't intend to sleep
on the boat can also order the open
version with a simple saloon in place
of the sleeping quarters. Other options
include a galley with stove and sink
refrigerator, toilet and a 100 litre fresh
water tank.

When ordering the boat there is only
a five week lead time to delivery and it
can be custom con figured with a wide
variety of options.
The electric version has the option of
two motors: the Aquamot 10kW 48V
and the Aquamot 7.8kW 48V
The boat we tested was fitted with the
7.8kW motor which was more than
sufficient to move the boat silently
and powerfully on Windermere, and
comfortably within the lake's speed
limit of 10kn. The Aquamot motor
is a steerable pod and this makes the
boat's control very easy for even the
most inexperienced helmsman.
The 48-volt electric motors from

Windermere Boat Sales
Windermere Boat Sales have over 30 year's
experience in boat sales and repairs on Lake
Windermere and have been involved with
electric boats for 20 years. Recently appointed
UK dealer for Alfastreet Marine, both the
Energy 18 and Energy 23cs are available for
demonstration on Windermere.

Aquamot pair with a standard 12kWh
AGM battery pack (24 kWh available
as an option) plus charger. When fitted
with the optional 24kWh battery pack,
the 23c can travel up to 60 nautical
miles per charge at speeds of 3 to 4
knots. When moving at the maximum
listed cruising speed of 6 knots, that
range is reduced to 37 nautical miles.
Alfastreet Marine is a Slovenian boat
builder base in Sezana just across the
Mediterranean from Venice and the
boat's styling, fit out and attention to
detail is comparable with any luxury
Venetian launch. Alfastreet started the
production of their first boats in 2011
and following the success of the first
model the Energy 18, quickly brought
out their second model Energy 23 at
the beginning of 2013.

The Alfastreet Marine Energy
23c is a stunning weekend
electric motor launch that on a
lake like Windermere can cruise
silently all day. The hydraulic
top works brilliantly and is
ideally suited to the vagaries of
British boating weather.

There is plenty of room under the
sole for batteries and the boat's
patented hydraulic system which
works without the need for complex
interlinked valves. The steering
linkage for the Aquamot pod is
readily accessible under the rear bench
seating. The motor is 98% efficient

and the drive consists of a seawater
resistant aluminum alloy with six
layers of protective coating. The unit
is equipped with an anti-cavitations
plate that allows mounting the drive
at a lower depth. An integrated anode
protects against corrosion.
Solar panels are an option for the roof.
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Solar Boats and Boating
Solar News
World Cup Solar

PlanetSolar Moroccan Project
After thirteen days of sailing from
Boulogne-sur-Mer (France), the
world's largest solar boat dropped
anchor at the beginning of June
in Atalayoun, in the heart of
the Moroccan Marchica lagoon.
PlanetSolar's arrival at this location
shows the Moroccan authorities' desire
to promote the use of renewable
energies within the framework of a
comprehensive development plan for
the Marchica lagoon.
The catamaran's stopover is part of
an ambitious development plan for
the Marchica lagoon site, started in
2008. The project aims to galvanize
the region while protecting and
highlighting the lagoon's natural
resources and at the same time
promote renewable energies.
Over the course of a week, PlanetSolar
served as the central hub for events
meant to showcase the progress of
this large project. Stands presented
the Marchica lagoon development
plan in detail as well as the work
carried out to complete the lagoon's
decontamination.
PlanetSolar also announced her
partnership with the agency in
charge of the site's development,
MarchicaMed, and will manage a
pilot project that aims to power
the Marchica harbor master's office
completely autonomously and without
C02 emissions. MarchicaMed is very
interested in PlanetSolar's experience
and expertise, as they would like to

use a fleet of electro-solar boats for
lagoon transportation.
The catamaran stopped in Morocco
for about two weeks and then headed
for Monaco to participate as jury host
in the 'Solad Monte Carlo Cup' solar
boat race. After this PlanetSolar sails to
Greek waters, to resume as a scientific
platform for the University of
Geneva, this time to study submerged
prehistoric landscapes during the
'TerraSubmersa' expedition.
The MS Turanor PlanetSolaris powered
exclusively by solar energy and in 2012
completed the first solar-powered trip
around the world. After undergoing
major maintenance operations, the
ship left La Ciotat (France) in April
2013 for the American coast to begin
her second life, transforming herself
into a scientific platform for the
'PlanetSolar DeepWater' expedition
conducted by the University of
Geneva. The ambition of this mission
is to collect a continuous series of
physical and biological measurements
along the Gulf Stream, both in the
water and in the air, using advanced
instruments.

One of the highlights of the Football
World Cup is the use of solar energy
to power the large stadiums. However
a new report reveals that one-third
of the countries competing in the
FIFA 2014 World Cup are unable to
produce as much solar energy as one
of the stadiums they are competing
in. Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia,
Cameroon, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Ecuador, Honduras, Iran, Ivory Coast
and Uruguay all produce less solar
power than the 2.5 MW solar capability
of the Estadio Nacional Mane
Garrincha in Brasilia. Ghana produces
the same amount.
In addition to the Estadio Nacional
Mane Garrincha in Brasilia., three
other stadiums - the Mineirao in Belo
Horizonte (1.4MW), the Itaipava
Arena in Pernambuco (1MW) and the
iconic venue for the World Cup Final,
Estadio do Maracana (SOOKW) will be
able to produce a combined total of
5.4 MW of solar energy.

Cheaper Lighter More Flexible
A new class of solar-sensitive
nanoparticles could make solar panels
cheaper, lighter, and more flexible.
The new nanoparticles are called
colloidal quantum dots and they rely
on two types of semiconductors:
n-type, which has a wealth of
electrons, and p-type, which has few
electrons. Normally, this bifurcated
setup runs amok when the dots are
exposed to air, with the n-type fusing
with oxygen atoms and relinquishing
all its electrons. But post-doctoral
researchers the University of Toronto's
Department of Electrical & Computer
Engineering were able to develop a
new type of colloidal quantum dot
that avoids this pitfall, and refrains
from binding with oxygen.
While the breakthrough is noteworthy,
more tweaking in the lab will be
necessary to create cells that match
and exceed the efficiency of what is
currently on the market.
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Solar Boats and Boating
Evolution
from sail
to solar in
Galapagos
Islands
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World Wildlife Solar Water Taxi
Since December 2014, a 24ft solar
water taxi called Solaris has been taking
scientists, environmentally-minded
tourists, and student groups on tours
to see the wildlife across Academy Bay
around places like Puerto Ayora on
Santa Cruz Island in the Galapagos. It
is the result of a joint project between
the World Wildlife Fund and the
Galapagos National Park. Confiscated
from an illegal fishing operation, for
$35,000, Solaris has been retro-fitted
with a Torqueedo motor with energy
from lithium batteries from eight solar
roof panels. giving an autonomy of
eight hours with a top speed of seven
knots.
Boats are the primary mode of
transportation in the Galapagos
Islands. In the last years the number
of visitors has increased to 60,000 a
year and the pressure continues by the
ever expanding tourism industry. Yet
there are many drawbacks. Fuel has
to be imported from the mainland,
which is very costly, and motors spill
fuel and oil into the water - and that's
in addition to the pollution created
by engine smoke. WWF and the park
are looking into setting up several
solar charging stations that would
make it so each boat didn't need solar
panels. If this pilot program goes
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well a huge switchover could take
place. Torqueedo's Big Blue might be
retro-fitted to inter-island ferries and
the giant barges that cover the couple
hundred feet between the island of
Baltra, where the most popular airport
is, and Santa Cruz, could one day be
solar powered. The Galapagos Islands
are an archipelago of volcanic islands
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distributed on either side of the
Equator in the Pacific Ocean, 926
km west of continental Ecuador, of
which they are a part. The islands
have a population of slightly over
25,000 and are famed for their vast
number of endemic species and were
studied by Charles Darwin during the
voyage of the Beagle.

Solar Boats and Boating
Under
starter's
orders
DONG Energy Solar Challenge
The biennial Dong Energy World Solar Boat Challenge takes place at the end of
June and beginning of July and a record number of foreign teams have entered
and this year fourteen foreign teams will compete including participants from
America, Poland, Finland, Turkey, China, Brazil, Belgium and Germany and for
the first time a team from Indonesia. Teams have been building, launching and
trialling their boats in the run up to the competition

Worldwide patent for solar boat
EBA member Richard Nash has just
returned from New Zealand where
he met Tim Clissold. Tim is mainly a
sailboat designer but over the past ten
years has designed six electric boats
all based on a new below the water
line hull configuration for which he
has applied for worldwide patents.
The Elotri 701/Solar Star 22 has a
lifting hard top which when lowered
minimises the air drag of the boat on
the road, and seals the cockpit. The
solar electric drive system provides
quiet, simple boating. Long bench
seats in the cockpit provide good

seating for six, while below there is
a double bunk and an option for a
private head. The relative light weight
of the craft means that a family car
can tow the boat.
Length 7.01m, Beam 2.5m
Weight 700 kg
Power 3kW Electric motor
Solar Panels: 3 x 200W

Solar SeaCleaner Scoops Award
EBA business members, Grove
Boats of Yverdon-les-Bains,
Switzerland, have been awarded
the United Arab Emirates'
Energy Globe Award for their
Solar SeaCleaner, the first
'zero emission' boat to remove
floating garbage from port
and swimming areas. Over 120
countries submitted a total
of over 1,000 entries for this
prestigious accolade.

Solar yacht tender
The father and son team of Cor and
Lodewyck Beghuys of the Supiore BV
yard in Holland have produced their
first fully electric luxury yacht tender.
The 17ft Supiore Uno has a walk on
foredeck fitted with solar panels that
have a 400 watt capacity which in full
sun will charge the batteries by about
5% per hour. When fully charged, the
four 120Ah AMG batteries can power
the boat for about six hours at cruise
speed (4kph). The 7kW Elektro motor
is controlled by an in house designed
microprocessor and provides an
efficient and economical drive The top
speed of the launch is software limited
to 10 knots so it does not rquire a
licence to drive.
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We can diagnose the ailment and
recommend the best course of
treatment
Wet, gel, AGM. We can advise on
the best choice for you.
Gel batteries are proving extremely
successful. No dangerous gassing,
no topping up - just fit and forget.
The latest generation have a 4-year
warranty if fitted by us, with many
satisfied customers

JM Coulam - UK Torqeedo Service Centre
• Torqeedo Approved Service Centre for all
Torqeedo products
• Warranty work carried out
• Non warranty work undertaken
• Sales of all products
• Hire motor and associated equipment
available
• Part exchange available on all motors
• Collection / delivery or while you wait
service available
• All work guaranteed

Free inspection and report.
Give us a call
The Thames Electric Launch Co
Tel: 07703 218906
thameselectric@goring.co.uk
www.thameselectric.com
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www.coulamtorqeedoservice.com
J.M.Coulam Boat Builders,
10 Stirling Way, Northfields Ind. Est.
Market Deeping, PE6 8AS
Tel 07850 218364

The first section of the
Grand Western Canal
between Lowdwells and
Tiverton was opened in
1814. Although extended
to Taunton in 1838 all that
now remains is the original
eleven and a quarter miles
of the canal which is now
a country park and an
enjoyable day's cruise.

Public Slipway
Sampford Peverell

$;-~

1.0 miles
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1.0 miles

Our cruise starts at Locks Cottage at
Lowdwells where the remains of the
lock which took the canal on towards
Taunton are only visible as stone
edging beside the Cottage. Leaving
Lowdwells we pass the restored Wharf
House and the last old wharf on this
section before coming to the short
Way town Tunnel which takes the canal
under the Holcombe Rogus-Whipcott
road. Emerging from the tunnel we
pass a bank of limekilns and the
wharves at Whipcott Bridge, one of
which has been restored to provide a
picnic site. Beside the road just beyond
the bridge is Whipcott Quarry which
in 1924 was still providing roadstone
which was taken by a tramway to the

3.0 miles

Limekilns
The Grand Western Canal was used
extensively for carrying limestone
from quarries around Westleigh to
Tiverton. Thousands of tons were
burnt annually to supply surrounding
farmers. It was found that burnt lime
spread on soil helped neutralise acidity
and improve drainage. Stone from
quarries at Westleigh, Fenacre and
Whipcott was conveyed by tramways
to the canal. Lirnekilns were first
built at the Canal Basin in 1829. They
were fed directly from barges on the
Canal and were in use until at least
1895. Limekilns had a central brick
lined bole surrounded by rubble with
a grate towards the bottom to hold
the unburned layers of coal and lime.
To start a burn brushwood, would be
placed beneath the grill in the hearth,
reached from the outside by an iron
door. Once the coal and limestone
was burning additional layers would
be added at the top and the lime raked
off from the hearth.
field above the wharves. From there
it was taken by a chute to be loaded
on to barges. The next stretch of
canal is very straight and runs in a
deep cutting to Fenacre Bridge on the
way to Burlescombe. Fossend Bridge
is next and the remains of another
quarry tramway leading down to a
small wharf beside an inlet from the
canal. The tramway goes into a tunnel
which led into part of the quarry.
The tunnel is still in good condition,
although blocked after a few feet, and
can be seen on the opposite side of
the canal from the towpath. Heading
on towards Sampford Peverell the
canal passes through some attractive

1.5 miles

scenery before coming to Boehill
Bridge and the public slipway at
Sampford Peverell. Moving on our way
to Halberton, after Battens Bridge,
the next stretch of the canal has good
distant views of the Blackdown Hills.
Before coming to Greenway Bridge
at Halberton there is a swing bridge
that carrries a farm crossing. Further
on is the Dudley Weatherley Jubilee
Lift Bridge named after a local canal
restoration campaigner. This is the site
of another old wharf where stone was
unloaded and which is now a picnic
area. From here the canal makes a
loop of nearly a mile to follow the
contour of the valley leading down

2.0 miles

from Halberton. Continuing towards
Tiverton we pass through wooded
country opposite Tiverton Golf Club
and under a number of bridges before
the approach to Tiverton comes into
view. The bank of limekilns at the
canal's terminus at Tiverton Basin is a
reminder of the canal's main purpose;
to convey limestone from the quarries
near Holcombe Rogus to be burnt
with coal brought initially by canal
from Taunton. The canal basin is also
home to the Grand Western Canal
Country Park Visitor Centre, and Lime
Kiln Cottage, now a tea room and
one of the few remaining thatched
cottages in Tiverton.

2.75 miles
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Trailed boats can launch at
the public slipway between
Sampford Peverell and the
A361 (opposite the turn off to
Tiverton Parkway train station) .
The padlock combination
code for opening the Boehill
Slipway barrier and the Dudley
Weatherley Jubilee Lift Bridge
will be issued with the boat
permit

Tiverton
A permit to use the canal must
be bought in advance and are
available from:
The Canal Ranger Service
The Moorings Canal Hill Tiverton
Te!.- 01884 254072 (MolI-Fri 9.004.30)

Tiverton Canal Co.
Old Stable Gift Shop Canal Basin
Tiverton
TeI.- 01884 253345 (Easter - end Oct)

Minnows Touring Park
Holbrook Bridge Sampford Peverell
TeI.- 01884 821770 (Mar -Oct illcl.)

The Globe Inn
16 Lower Town Sampford
Peverell
Tel: 01884 821214
Real ales pub food
www.the-globeinn.co.uk
The Prince of Wales Inn
Holcombe Rogus
Tel: 01823 672070
Real ales pu b food
Goldy's Ale and Cider Bar
Newport Street Tiverton
Tel: 07533 615760
Real ales

Tiverton Museum of Mid
Devon Life Becks Square Town
Centre Tiverton
Tel: 01884 230878
www.tivertonmuseum.org.uk
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Tiverton stands at the confluence of the rivers Exe and Lowman and was the
site chosen by Henry I for a Norman castle. Tiverton Castle was built in 1106
as a Motte and Bailey type and extensively remodelled in the 13th and 14th
centuries. In 1645 Tiverton Castle was held by the Royalists during the English
Civil War and was the scene of a relatively brief siege by the Parliamentarian
forces. When they entered Tiverton in October 1645 the Royalists fled towards
Exeter leaving a defending force in the castle and church. The Parliamentarians
bombarded the castle for two days and the siege was ended when a lucky cannon
shot broke one of the castle's drawbridge chains and they swiftly gained entry.
The Parliamentarians then set up their winter quarters in Tiverton and were
joined by Oliver Cromwell in December 1645 before they left to lay siege to
Plymouth in January 1646.
The castle is now a part Grade 1 listed building and part Scheduled Ancient
Monument with a fine collection of Civil War arms and armour. It is open to
the public from Easter Sunday to the end of October.

Charging points
Unfortunately there are no public
charging points on the Grand Western
Canal. This may be something the
South West Representative on the
EBA Executive Committee is able to
work on in the future.
The EBA provides a list of members
willing to offer charging facilities to
other members.

Contact: secretary@eboat.org.uk

Goldy's micropub
Goldy's Bar in central Tiverton is one the newest arrivals on the Real Ale scene
in the South West. The Bar was a former pet shop and has been modelled on the
so-called 'Micropub' phenomenon which has seen a number of similar ventures
springing up all over the country. There is no TV and no keg lagers. It's an 'oldschool' approach that is a contrast to the big chain pub operators.

Piktre;nik
POWER FOR RELIABILITY

Expertise with over 15 years of experience

High-efficiency propulsion systems up to 100 kW
AC motor drives from 2,8 kVA to 110 kVA
Battery chargers from 100 W to 9 kW

Battery management
DC/DC converters

Piktronik d.o.o. - Cesta k Tamu 17, 51-2000 Maribor, 510venia - www.piktronik.com

TING HAI SHIPBUILDING CO L7D
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Ting Hai Shipbuilding is the first and largest solar passenger/trip
boats- catamaran manufacturer in Taivlfan. Its stylish design is
acquired with German IF Product Award nominated. Developed
with the most update Systems Integration Technology to supervise
overall handling performance via HMI Human Machine
Interface-Touch Screen Visual Display Monitor.
T ine Hai Shipbuildine Co., Ltd.
Tel: +886-7-5713540, +886-7-5711519, +886-7-5717349
Fax: +886-7-5711689
mobile: +886937972004
E-mail: beatrice.vang@tinghaishipbuilding.com
wwwtjngbaj corn tw
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approx. BM (42 feet)
approx 4.5M (14 feet)
approx. 1M (3 feet)
approx. 0 .65M (2 feet)
20KWx2
5KW
Lithium iron phosphate
approx. 47KWH
Power Source: solar-powered/on-shore land
supply
Capacity: passenger x4'l/crewx2
Hull:
FRP ( Fiber glass)
Speed:
cruise 5 knots/Max. 10 knots
Energy performance: 5 knot for 8 hours
Cruising ranges with sun unlimited
Length over a"
Width (Breadth)
Boat Deep
Draft
Motor
Solar Power
Battery:
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Electric Boat IDte'
Kevin Desmond
the founder editor of the Electric Boat magazine reports on electric boats around the world

Rotterdam Tug
Europe has its first hybrid tugboat: the Rotor®Tug RT Adriaan currently in service
for Kotug in Rotterdam. It is 32metres LOA with a gross tonnage of 463. The tug
was retrofitted in 2012 with the XeroPoint Hybrid Propulsion System with Corvus
Energy's lithium polymer batteries. Kotug says that the conversion was inspired by
the hybrid tug Caro!Jn Dorotf?y owned and operated since 2009 by Foss Maritime in
Pedro Bay, California, for which the AKA Canada Xeropoint system was originally
developed. Adriaan is equipped with three Caterpillar 3512 C-HD main engines
rated at 1765 kW at 1,800 rpm. Each powers a motor generator attached to a fully
azimuthing Schottel Rudder Propeller SRP 1215 with a fixed pitch 2.40m diameter
propeller. There are two auxiliary 200kW Caterpillar C9 gensets and one 36kW
Caterpillar C4.4 emergency genset.

Electric Amphibious Jet Boat
NewPowr of New Zealand (see page
25, Electric Boat Summer 2013) have
produced a hybrid amphibious boat.
Key specifications: Length overall
5.5m Beam 2.1m. On water the boat is
powered by 200HP Mercury Optimax
Water Jet, and on land 2 x 5kW electric
motors and three LiFeP04 batteries
drive the back wheels. Land speed is 7.5
kph and water speed 40 kph.

Auguri Signor Tosi
We pay tribute to a Venetian electric
boat pioneer called Piero Tosi. Based
in Campo Stringari, and with several
decades of experience in field-testing
electric motors, Signor Tosi has since
1987 been directing his attentions to
marine alternative energy. He set up
the CCM PAEA (Centro Commerciale
Mondiale Progettazione Applicazione
Energie Alternative) to demonstrate
the feasibility of electric boats. In both
2005 and 2006, Tosi circumnavigated
the Italian Peninsula in his boat IMES
(Imbarcazione Mobilita Elettrica
Sostenibile). During these long-distance
cruises, he was able to communicate the
ecological message to fifty two Italian
ports, always welcomed by the local
authorities as Ambassador of the City
of Venice for the Sustainable Nautical
Mobility.
Back in Venice, Tosi organised a small
e-boat rally on the canals.
As Signor Tosi continues his campaign
into its twenty-sixth year, we wish him
'Augunl'

Future Culture Capital of Europe a centre for electric boats
The Netherlands province of Friesland is aiming to be 'the cleanest state in the
country' with regard to C02 emissions within ten years from now. Ambitious
targets have been set, such as having 10,000 electric vehicles in the province by the
year 2015. There are already nine hundred e-boats cruising the lakes and waterways
of Friesland and over 100 charging points. Several Friesian shipbuilders have
specialized in electric boats and a lot of joint research is being conducted by the
industry in co-operation with scientific institutions. By 2015 Friesland hopes to
develop a Centre of Expertise in Europe for knowledge, education and building of
sustainable boats which will be in full swing by 2018 when the Province becomes
the Cultural Capital of Europe.
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Supercharged Movitz
Swedish company Green City Ferries is
to launch the world's first supercharged
TM electric passenger ferry. Virtually
silent and producing zero emissions, the
23-metre vessel carries 100 passengers
and will run for an hour on ten
minutes of supercharging. The ferry,
named MovitiJ is now being retrofitted
and will be operating fully electric
in Stockholm's inner-city waters by
August 2014. It will operate a central
route between Solna Strand and Gamla
Stan, the heart of Stockholm's Old
Town. The supercharging station
will be the centre of Stockholm. The
boat's innovative propulsion system
and charging station technology is
being developed by Echandia Marine, a
company founded with the mission to
bring Swedish submarine technology
to the surface. Since 2008, funded to
the tune of €800,000 by the Swedish
Energy Authority and Stockholm
City Council, Echandia Marine have
been developing an electric pod that
is suitable for planing motor yachts
up to approximately 60 ft size. This

system was fine-tuned on Echandia
Marine's own prototype platform
Electra, a retrofitted Djurgarden 8.
Submarines have run on electricity
for over 100 years. Echandia's
CEO, Magnus Eriksson, himself a
submarine designer and engineer
and a strong proponent of electric
transport, set out to use his expertise
to revolutionize the passenger ferry
industry. The propulsion system is
designed for both new boats and
retrofits. Instead of a 250kW diesel
engine using 50m3 of diesel per
year, emitting 130 tons of C02, 1.5
tons of NOX and 80 kg of particles,
Movitz will have two 125kW electric
motors placed outside the hull in
pods. The boat will be powered by
super-advanced Nickel-Metal-Hydride
(NiMH) 180 kWh batteries from
the Swedish company Nilar. NiMH
batteries deliver high power instantly
and can be charged very quickly.
Hans Thornell, CEO at Green City
Ferries, estimates that the ferry will
need 90 kW to cruise at 9 knots. The

ability to Supercharge for ten minutes
and then operate for an hour is an
extremely important development for
the passenger ferry industry, which
operates a strict timetable. It also
reduces the need for large battery packs.
The ferry can charge while passengers
embark and disembark.
Eriksson is happy to finally see the
results of eight years' of hard work
and says 'It is an exciting development
that will save boat operators money as
well as reducing air and noise pollution
and make ferry travel cleaner and
more pleasant for passengers and city
dwellers alike. Running costs for ship
operators are expected to be up to
30% lower than for a conventional
ferry and there is almost no need for
maintenance. Ships will also have
increased maneuverability using the
pods, making it an ideal solution for
inner city waterways and canals'.

E-Boats in Poland
Polish built e-boats are now in
operation thanks to two firms. One is
the Katowice-based Galtex yard whose
2.4m ChillBoat has been built for use
on the neighbouring lakes where fossil
fuel engines are forbidden . The other
is Sebastian Sadowski's Sky-Yacht yard
based in Wroclaw, alongside the River
Odra in the Silesian Lowlands; their
JoyBoat which can be steered with a
joystick, and their 4m Optymax sailing
catamaran has a built-in electric drive.
Cruising in the Optymax, it has already
proved possible to reach as far as the
Mediterranean following the river
Odra across Germany and France. The
company's activity is in accordance with
the Development Programme for the
Odra River, as well as with the Tourism
Development Programme for the
Lower Silesia Province
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Owners Pat and Christine Brady and Jane Philips
tell how they rescued and restored Black Dog
a 1910 wooden clinker canoe
We bought the 27 foot clinker-built
canoe, then called The Lord John, in
1972, for £50. She was on the slipway
of the sea cadets TS Black Swan, at
Walton on Thames, and in a very bad
state, having been crushed amid-ships,
with planks split. She was painted
white, and had dried black bitumen
paint in the bilge, and was fitted with
an old side-valve (Austin?) engine
with magneto electrics, not in working
order. It took me an age, and several
gallons of Nitromors paint stripper,
to get her back to the wood. Stained
into the wood was the name Black
Dog. Some rot in the keel was cured
by injecting 'Git-Rot' resin. I was
working in the wet-dock boathouse
at the Ryepeck at Shepperton, with a
historic link to the Thames Punting
Championship racing held there in
the 1890s, by kind permission of the
owner. It was basic, but all I could
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afford. To repair the split planks I
forced them back into shape, and
fitted internal part-frames cut to
shape. New oak ribs (properly called
'timbers'?) were soaked, bent into
position, and 'clenched', all on a steep
learning curve. At one point I went
up to the old Thames Conservancy
offices in London, to find out about
licensing. To my amazement I was
talking to a previous owner! Colin
Woodward and David Gathern, both
TC employees, had owned her, and
kept her at Marlow lock, and later
at Shepperton lock. Incidentally I
remember another clinker canoe,
Tippy, in the Shepperton area, but have
not seen her since. Colin produced a
letter from Mr JHW Wilder, a member
of Wallingford Rowing Club, where
she had been used as a coaching boat.
The Club had bought her in 'about
1950', and fitted an Austin (side valve)

lifeboat engine, to achieve 14 or 15
mph to follow an eight. She was then
not used from about 1957 until Colin
and David bought her in 1966. There
had been a builder's plate, dated about
1910, the builder being either Hobbs
or Hughes of Maidenhead. They
thought the boat had been called Theo
at one time.
We got her back on the water in 1976,
varnished, with a Ford E93A sidevalve engine, with Watermota gearbox,
and still called The Lord John. As we
were members of the Dittons Skiff
and Punting Club we used her for
umpiring at skiff regattas, especially
Sunbury Regatta and Sun bury Junior
Regatta. Ownership was now shared
with Mike and Jane Phillips, also
members of DSPC, which partnership
has continued. In 1985 work was
done on her by Mark Edwards at his
Hampton boathouse, particularly

fitting a new stern tube, to replace
the old steel gas pipe which had been
giving trouble in the Wallingford RC
days. Also some hull planking, and
new seats.
Later Mark Edwards, and a client of
his, took detailed dimensions off her,

for building a similar canoe.
In July 2000 we arranged for
restoration and conversion to an
electric motor by Mark Stanley, at Tom
Jones Boatyard, by Romney Lock.
Her name was to be restored to

Black Dog. The work was beautifully
done by his team of craftsmen. The
varnishing was done there by a Mark
Neal, a friend, and a member of the
Thames Valley Skiff Club - it's a small
world! The electrics were supplied by
Rupert Latham with a l.4kW 48 volt
Best motor. The batteries are eight 6V
Vertar Hobby 240AH Model 91801,
supplied in 2011 by CPC Batteries.
The on-board charger is a 48V Zivan
NG1, fitted in 2009 (like for like
replacement of the original)
Desperately sadly, Mike Phillips died
before the restoration was complete.
He would have taken much pride in
her new appearance, and enjoyed the
silent boating.
We attended the Thames Traditional
Boat Show in 2002, in recognition
of Mark Stanley's work. I remember
the pleasure of travelling up in the

company of other traditional craft,
and as members of the Electric Boat
Association.
I think it was in 2004, or maybe earlier,
we appeared, on behalf of the EBA,
in the TV episode of Ground Force
at their Molesey Lock make-over, and
a while ago appeared in a background
shot in the film 'Hope and Glory'.
We have continued to attend Sunbury
Junior Regatta, but can no longer
follow skiff races, I suspect to the
relief of the competitors in punting
races, who no longer suffer the swell
she picks up at speed. I can't imagine
what it was like when following an
eight!
We have, sadly, decided it is time to
sell Black Dog. After nearly 40 years of
boating we are planning several trips in
her this summer, before parting with
her.
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NAVIGATORS
"

GENERAL

Insurers of the Electric Boat
Association Scheme
Benefits of the scheme
•

10% Discount - on normal rates for Association members

•

Specialist Cover - provi des tailored benef its

•

Security - global strength and w orl d class security
of Zu rich group

•

Claims Service - efficient response f rom staff w ith
practical sailing experience

•

Surveys - not normally requi red on craft up to
20 years of age.

For more information or a quote please call:

01273 863420
Conditions apply. Full policy details available on request. Navigators and General Insurance Company Ltd,
PO Box 848, Brighton BMl 3GQ is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority. A limited
company registered in England and Wales (number 00173444), registered office at the Zurich Centre,
3000 Parkway. Whiteley, Fareham, Hampsh ire, P01S 7JZ. A member of the Zurich Financial SerVices Group.

FOR SALE

Black Dog

£18,000

Clinker built 27 ft canoe, believed built in 1910 by Hughes
of Maidenhead. Restored in 2001 by Stanley and Thomas.
Electrics by Rupert Latham: 48 Volt 1.4 KW Best motor; eight
6V Varta 240 Ah batteries installed in 2011, giving 8 to 10
hours cruising. Current Boat Safety Certificate. Offers around
£18,000 invited, to Pat Brady 01932783267.

FOR SALE

newsagents or
Water Craft, Bridge Shop, Gweek, Helston, Cornwall TR12 6UD
Tel: +44 (0)1326 221424 www.watercraft-magazine.com
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£8,600

15ft Electric Motor Launch. Built 2011. Powered by 48volt
Lynch 15hp motor. Occasionally used over two summers.
7-8hrs river cruising on single charge 3-4hrs at 15knotts.
£8,600.00 for quick sale
tel no 01453 298498 email pondeep@talktalk.net
www.pondelboats.co.uk

Moritz Immisch
Barbara Penniall continues her research into electric
boating history and reports on one if the earliest pioneers

One of the earliest pioneers
in the development of electric
power Karl Moritz Immisch the
son of a watchmaker was born in
Niederschmon Germany on 12 March
1838. He left Germany in 1860 to
seek opportunities in London and
eventually became a naturalized British
citizen. Immisch was a born inventor,
enthused by the opportunities
presented by the new discoveries in
electricity. It was his experiments in
electricity, magnetism and general
physics which soon attracted friends
and capital. Around 1880 he entered
into a business partnership with
fellow-countryman Fritz Hubel, and
they opened a small electrical works
in Kentish Town. The works were
full of pioneer orders for dynamos
and motors for use in running plant
machinery for electric light, power
transmission, pumping and hauling
in mines, electric trams, electric cars
and of course, electric launches. It
is in connection with the 'Immisch'
motor and the early development of
electric power that his name is chiefly
remembered, although records of the
patent offices of Europe and America
show that as a prolific inventor he
had filed over forty patents between
1881-90.
Immisch & Co employed Magnus
Volk who sought Immisch's views
and advice over experiments to
create an electric horseless carriage.
A three-wheeled prototype was built
in 1888, powered by a 0.5hp Immisch
motor and was followed by a fourwheeled electric car commissioned
by the Sultan of Turkey. The Sultan
was suitably impressed and promptly
ordered another electric car, as well
as an electric launch. By now Volk
was manager in the development
of their electric launch department,
building the world's first fleet of
electric launches for hire, with a
chain of electrical charging stations

established along the River Thames.
The company had its headquarters on
the island called Platt's Eyot. After 12
months of experimental work starting
in 1888 with a randan skiff, the firm
commissioned the construction
of hulls which they equipped with
electrical apparatus. It was around
this time that Viscount Bury, son and
heir of the 7th Earl of Albemarle,
contacted Immisch over experiments
with electric trams and launches.
His Lordship had for some time
been interested in electric powered
trams, trains, and underground
trains in London, and had formed
the Westminster Electric Traction
Company. In 1890 Immisch and
Viscount Bury formed one company
named The General Electric Power
and Traction Company and turned
their attention to developing battery
electric motor boats and launches.
Immisch had built and was running
a fleet of electric launches on the
Thames, and had commissioned the
building of the largest passenger
electric launch in the world powered
by an Immisch motor named the
Viscountess Bury (see Electric Boat
magazine Spring 2013.) By 1889 the
fleet of seven electric launches and
five electric-recharging stations on the
Thames were in great demand and
profitable and in one year Immisch's
company had doubled the output
of electrical plant for lighting and
power transmission. It was supplying
pumping and hauling plant to collieries
in various parts of the country, and
was responsible for the trams on
Barking-Canning Town route being
converted from horse to electric
power.
Unfortunately, the costly attempts
to promote electric traction led to
financial difficulties for his company.
The firm was ahead of the times,
and after suffering various financial
setbacks, the MaIden Works were

closed, and in 1901 Moritz retired
from manufacturing work. Afterwards
he would appear publicly only as a
director and founder of the Immisch
Electric Launch Company, the first
electric hire boat company in the
world. Having suffered from heart
problems from a number of years, he
died two years later on 20th September
1903 aged only 65, but his fleet of
electric launches continued to grow,
and his company established a network
of hire facilities and re-charging
stations, 20 by the time of his death,
and later reaching 100 between Oxford
and Teddington. In the Electrical
Review's obituary it was reported - 'As
an employer, his (Immisch) decease
will be regretted by the many men who
passed through the Malden Works,
and who - scattered all over the world
- will think kindly of this large-hearted
burly man, unapproachable today,
yet ready tomorrow to appreciate
merit' ... 'The World has lost one of the
earliest Pioneers in the development
of Electric power. A born Inventor;
his mind teemed with ideas ... He was
ahead of his time'. Right up to the
decline of the industry at the start of
the First World War, electric launches
became a familiar sight on the Thames,
both as hire fleets and private craft.
Our current electric boat industry
owes much to this exceptionally
talented engineer.
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ELECTRIC BOAT ASSOCIATION
merchandise

"Ia"'• • •_
eonle • • •_

" ", ,ndy---

Classic OIlve • • •_

EBA Sweatshirts, Polo Shirts and Sleeveless Fleece

""vy---

Deep
Emerald • • •_

Good quality, with EBA Logo in contrasting colour
Small, Medium, Large or Extra Large
sweatshirts
£22.00
polo shirts
£ IS.00
sleeveless fleece £24.00
(black, navy, royal blue only)

Heather

Keny • • •_

Navy•••_
Pu .... _ __

R.. _ __

Royal • • •_

Sky

Why not add the name of your boat for an extra .. . £2.50
EBA T ie
EBA Pennan t
EBA Brooch
Magazine binder

n avy blue with na rrow g reen/white diagon al stripe
good yualil y collu n, roya l blue wilh Electric Boal Assucialiu n' and grebe in while
d elicate b lue and w hite grebe edged with silve r safe ty pin clas p, 25mm high
navy bllle binder with gold letterin g will hold five yea rs' issues of EB m agazine

White

£9.50
£ 10.00
£5.50
£10.00

All prices incl ude post and packin g (U K o nly)

Please send order and cheque made payable to the Electric Boat Association to:
Barbara Pennia ll, 150 Wayside Green, Woodcote, Reading, RGS OQJ Tel: 01491681449 email: mail@eboat.org.uk
(Please indicate quantity and size required plus additional boat name as appropriate)
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heig-vd

Hes-so

Hyd roxy3000 &
Hydrogen to the ports

University of Applied Sciences
Western Switzerland

Haute Ecole d'lngenierie et de Gestion
du Can ton de Vaud

J.-F. Affolter, F. Gaille, Ph. Morey
University of Applied Sciences of Western Switzerland
jean-francois. affolter@heig-vd.ch

The goals of the Hydroxy3000 and H2Ports projects were to
study the technical-economic viability of Hydrogen Boats and
the hydrogen supply installations on Swiss lakes & ports.
The project was led in the following stages :
1. An investigation on the markets potential
2. Building of the Hydroxy3000 Fuel Cell (Fe) Boat
3. A hydrogen (H 2 ) generating station proving the feasibility of the
concept
4. A software allowing to estimate the needs of a fleet of leisure
boats

-1% -

The investigation showed that boats
propelled by fuel cells are marketable and
that the people questioned would be willing
to buy or to use them.
~

o

The software created allows to size a H2 supply station
according to various parameters, such as the number
of boats, the power, the desired autonomy ...

Would you agree to buy an electric FC
boat? Yes for 2/3 of the respondents

+
31 %

Since 1997, the Institute of electrical and energy systems (IESE) of
the University of Applied Sciences of Western Switzerland (HES-SO 1
HEIG-VD) developed various FC boats to test the technology.
The third generation boat, the "Hydroxy3000", built in 2003,
prefigures the motorized boat of the future , for family leisure on lakes
and channels. This demo-catamaran has been designed for
minimum energy consumption . Propelled by two electric motors,
powered by a 3 kW water cooled PEMFC, the boat reaches a speed
of 13 kmlh (-7kn) at nominal power.
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After introduction of the various parameters, the
software returns the features of such an installation,
as well as certain economic results.

The "Hydroxy" experience showed that a gasoline engine, frequently
used on lakes, can be replaced without major problems by a low
temperature FC. Such systems show a good behaviour on boats. So
far, the limitation is the lack of fuelling stations.

An electrolysis H2 generating station was carried out. The H2 is
stored at 200 bars in 76 liter canisters. These are used to power the
FC propelled boats. Photovoltaic installations and a mini-wind turbine
compensate for the consumption of the electrolyser. The cycle based
on renewable energies presents a balanced energy assessment.

ECO· CONSCIENCE 04
(. (I,,"( ,, 10· UCfllt NCI

The last graph shows the various possible
hydrogen supply solutions according to the number
of boats of a fleet.
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Waterproof Bag
Underwater Camera
The Symaster underwater camera
can capture video footage in depths
up to 60m and comes with a portable
high res video monitor. LED lights
can reach objects up to 6m away
Price: £474

www.spymaster.co.uk

Featuring Overboard's Fold
Seal system the Ultra-Light
bags are available in a variety
of sizes, colours and styles
including 301t and SOIt
duffels
Price: SOIt duffel £89.99
ww" over-board.co.uk

The new LE-vISO is a powerful
vertical axis wind turbine with a
power output of24W at 18mph and
a max output of 200W in gale force
winds creating no noise. Available in
12Vor24V
Price: £699.99

www.leturbines.com

Pegless Clothes Line
The clothes line is fully adjustable
and made from elasticated shock
cord with unique hooks that can
attach to almost any object. Clothes
simply slot between between the
twisted elastic cord which ranges
from Im to4m
Price: £9.99

www.wackypracticals.com

Mouillere Overshoe
A thermoplastic rubber shoe
designed to slip over ordinary
shoes and protect from mud and
water while giving a good grip.
Available in different colours
Price: £45

www.boatique.com

Tablet Dry Bags

Pressure Washer

Marine Sealant

The new range ofVax pressure
washers are designed for easy
transportation. There are four
models in the range and there is
a selection of add on accessories
Prices from: £69.99

Proloc 246 is a fast cure
polyurethane sealant adhesive
that can be applied above and
below the waterline.
Price: £7.99 (31Oml)

The Sea-Things DryAtab bags have
a triple waterproof seal and a clear
cover that enables touch screen use.
Includes an audio jack socket and
will inflate to assist flotation
Price: lOin £8.50, 7in £6.95)

www.marathonleisure.com

www.amazon.co.uk

www.vax.co.uk
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Established over 300 years

The boat and launch builders of the Thames
with a wide range of river and lake craft dinghies, punts, skiffs, powered canoes,
slipper and saloon launches.
Restorations and electric conversions
Second hand boat sales

Featured above - 30ft sl ipper stern launch "Qui Qui Too"
the latest in our range of new build electric launches.

PETER FREEBODY & CO, Boatbuilders
Mill Lane, Hurley, Be rkshire SL6 SND
Tel: 0 1628 824382 e-mail: peterfreebody@btconnect.com
Visit our webs ite: www.boatbuilder.co.uk

Pb Batteries
Industrial Batteries &. Chargers

15' long, 5' beam, GRP hull/wood deck
2kW Mastervolt pod drive with range up to 55 miles
Package includes:
2 x 200AH gel batteries, 24V 20 amp charger
Auto bilge pump, cover, upholstery
See www.coulam.co.uk
or telephone 07850 218364

Call our Help & Support Line

0845
0581388
www.pbbatteries.com
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J.M.Coulam Boat Builders,
10 Stirling Way, Northfields Ind. Est.
Market Oeeping, PE6 8AS
Tel. 07850 218364

MAKE YOUR OWN

Kevin Desmond sees
the potential for a new
watersport

In the early 1990s, a small group of
enthusiasts in Seattle, Washington were
racing outboard skiffs with home-built
electric engines, and in recent years,
two yards have produced an electric
boat capable of towing championship
waterskiers for brief periods : Boesch
with its a range of five 50 kW electric
runabouts and Correct Craft's Ski
Nautique E. Then there is solar boat
racing, whose prohibitive expense
limits it to universities. And yet electric

boating is still waiting for a financially
more attractive and transportable fun
sport.
This may have come in the form of
the MXP-3 seventy-nine, an electric
surfboard, thanks to Waterwolf's
innovative engineer Markus

Schilcher of DK Constructions in
Oberammergau, Germany. Unlike the
WaveJet, an e-power-assisted wave
surfboard, the Waterwolf MXP-3 is
not really designed for waves at all.
Instead, the board lets you make your
own wave. It can best be described as
electric moto-surfing with a top speed
of 26-30 km/h.
Waterwolf says that its propeller drive
is fine-tuned for quick, sure turning
and maneuvering, and the board's

shape and construction are also
optirnized for performance under
driven power.
Weighing in at 53 lb (24 kg), the
MXP-3 is powered by a 5 kW, watercooled motor driving a customdesigned stern propeller. The 20 Ah
lithium-ion battery, which is housed
in a watertight case, provides enough
run time for about 20 to 30 minutes
of water play or 8 km (5 m) of range
before requiring up to a three-hour
charge. However, if you have a couple
more exchangeable batteries, that will
give you a day's moto-surfing.

The moto-surfer controls the MXP3's output and speed via a Bluetooth
handheld throttle, referring to the
top-mounted LCD screen for speed
and battery information. As a safety
precaution, the board has a magnetic
emergency kill switch that's activated at
the pull of the wrist leash. Should the
rider fall off, the tug of the strap pulls
the magnetic connector out, cutting
power immediately.
The MXP-3 comes in five colours:
petrol, blue, yellow, red or white and
there are two sizes for different weight
loads:
100 litre
240 cm (L) x 65 cm (W) x 12.5 cm (H)
driver weight up to 85kg
130 litre
245 cm (L) x 73 cm (W) x 13 cm (H)
driver weight from 85kg to 120kg

Could this be the beginning of a new
sport involving timed straightawqy speed
and slalom?
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N oticeboard
New Members
Private Members

Location

Boat where notified

Sean Wiles

Huntingdon

Stuart McCartan

Ardrishaig

Two Boys 8.5m Steal cat

John & Pat Grieve

Shepperton

Mr E Patrick Aust Launch

Ray Pinchin

Melton Mowbray

Nicki Co hen

Abingdon

Silent Explorer
canadian canoe

Martin Goold

Bury St Edmunds

Shelduck Norman 23

Mathew Gordon

Reading

Casino Royale Chris Craft

Andrew Hall

Bristol

Kevin Smith

Thatcham

Silent Explorer III canoe

Nigel & Carol Foster

N orwich

El Palanca Duffy 22,
Delilah Frolic, Lear 204

David Wick

Hebden Bridge

Molegrip Norman 23

Andy Golding

Wink field Berks

Peter Mandell

Moulton Chapel,
Lincs

Romany Star,
50' narrowboat

RogerPowell

Winterborne,
D orset

Big E asy, Hurley 24

Malcolm Wellington

Dundee

Heron, Bermudan Sloop

Martin Dyer

Hainford, Norfolk

Arab, 20' sailing cruiser

Windermere Boat
Sales

Bowness Bay
Windermere

Boat sales

E stuaryman

Wigan

CPC Battery Services

Surbiton

Battery supplies

Nautikidz Ltd

Romsey

Fun hire boats

Business Members

Southampton
Boat Show
The Electric Boat Association will be hosting an
informal gathering for electric boat enthusiasts at
this year's PSP Southampton Boat Show. Visitors
and exhibitors at the show are invited to join
members of the EBA on Thursday 18th September
2014 at 6.30pm in the Exhibitors Lounge. The
event will provide an ideal opportunity for electric
boat enthusiasts to get together and network,
discussing the phenomenon that is electric boating,
as well as all the benefits and latest information
regarding the increasingly popular activity.
Drinks and food will be available and the invitation
is open to anyone with an interest in electric
boating. So why not come along and enjoy what is
sure to be a fantastic evening - we hope to see you
there!
EBA business members Torqeedo and H ybrid
Marine will be exhibiting at the show and will be
making short presentations at the event.
Torqeedo is on stand B080 and Hybrid Marine on
stand E033.

EBAAGM
The 2014 Electric Boat Association AGM was held
at the Merry Monk Taunton Somerset on June 14
anf a fuller report of proceedingss will be included
in the next edition of Electric Boat.
John Hustwick the EBA Chairman and former
E BA Technical Officer stepped down after serving
as Chairman for the past thirteen years. President
Malcolm Moss thanked John for his invaluable
contribution and presented him with the St Davids
Trophy in recognition of his services to electric
boating. Vice Chairman for Private Members Tony
Rymell takes over as Chairman of the Association.
The Julia Moss trophy for someone who has made
a significant advance in the promotion of solar
boating was awarded to Kevin Desmond for his
contribution in writing articles on solar boating for
the magazine and presented in his absence.
Kevin had sent a short acceptance note which was
read by the Secretary.

Association of Waterways Cruising Clubs

EBA Membership Offer
Anyone buying an electric boat from an EBA business member
is entitled to a year's free membership of the Association. The
EBA is now extending this scheme to cover boats purchased from
private members. If you sell an electric boat, please pass on the
name and address of the buyer to EBA Secretary Barbara Penniall
who will then write with the offer of membership.
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The EBA is a member of the Association of
Waterways Cruising Clubs and EBA members can
use AWCC facilities for mooring and charging. If
you are planning a cruise it may be worth contacting
the local AWCC representative to ask whether
charging facilities are available.
Further details can be provided by Barbara Penniall
secretary@eboat.org.uk
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O/B electric motor available
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Frolic 21 based on Lake
Geneva Good condition,
2.4kW Lynch motor 4 solar
panels.Road trailer available
Charly Teuscher ch@ariy.ch
£24,500 (trailer £2,500)

16ft E lectric Cruiser built in
1998 and recently modernised
new 12 volt traction batteries,
ew charger and controller.
hone 01628 527166
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18.6 foot electric canoe cedar
wood and GRP construction
inboard electric motor. Priced
to sell
Kevin Smi th M 07977 172341 or
kevinsmith2203@yahoo.co.uk
£2,995
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Frolic 21 built in 1985,
refurbished in 2012 including
new charger, batteries, clear
sidescreens and trailer.
Geoff D esborough
gcdesborough@btinternet.com

Members wanting to buy or sell electric boats, motors, fittings or associated
equipment are invited to submit a 50-word entry direct to advertising@eboat.org.uk
(no agents or brokers) with thumbnail pictures at a cost of £10. This includes a free
advertisement on the EBA website. The information contained in members' private
advertisements is provided by the advertiser and the Editor is unable to vouch for its
accuracy. It is the responsibility of prospective purchasers to satisfy themselves as to
the accuracy of the information given and of the condition of goods advertised.
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Classic 19 foot Thames Launch
48V motor, eight 110Ah
traction batteries new 2010.
Price reduced to sell
Henley 07975815419
~8000

Boats & etc. for sale
Why not stay at Hide Cottage? Quiet riverside holidays in the 3000-acre Upper Thurne Nature Reserve on the Norfolk Broads. Classic solar
powered electric boat boat for hire or bring your own and moor at the cottage with external power and slipway available.
Call James on 07706 067569 or visit www.hidecottage.com
12ft 6" PortaBote for sale (Bath area) Very rarely do these little beauties become available.This is an ex demo model from 2009.Lots about these
wonderfully car topable, folding, Nasa polypropylene boats on the PortaBote website and on YouTube. Price £600 or £995 with a 2 year old Minn
Kota 70lb thrust Electric outboard motor. Ring 01225873055 for more details
Frolic 21 - Solarly.ch based on Lake Geneva, featured EB News Vo!. 23 No 3 Autumn 2010, All details: www.solariy.ch . 6 persons, 4 solar panels,
Lynch motor 2.4 Kw 24 V revised 2013. Good condition, ready to cruise. Dry stored every winter. £ 24,500 road trailer optional £ 2,500.
Come for a trial cruise on Lake of Geneva! Contact: Charly Teuscher ch@arly.ch
16ft Electric Cruiser. Quiet leisurely cruising. Built in 1998 and recently modernised with 4 new 12 volt traction batteries, new charger and
controller. Overall cover, canopy, and cushions. Anti fouled, taxed and insured. Price £6,7500.n.o Phone 01628527166
18.6 foot electric canoe for sale. Cedar wood and GRP construction with inboard electric motor. Good condition throughout with custom
built trailer. battery capacity up to 8 hours of cruising time. Takes three adults in comfort or two adults and two children. lovely boat receiving
numerous admirers whilst on the water. Priced to sell at £2,995.00. Kevin Smith M 07977 172341 or kevinsmith2203@yahoo.co.uk.
Frolic 21 built in 1985, refurbished in 2012 including new charger, batteries, clear sidescreens and trailer. Contact Geoff Desborough,
gcdesborough@btinternet.com, for more information
Seeking syndicate members to share in completion and ownership of LOLA, a 12.6m, electrically propelled 5/6 berth canal/coastal cruiser.
LOLA is currently being completed afloat in Littlehampton, Sussex before moving to the canals of mainland Europe. For more details please
contact Alan Lindfield alindfield@iee.org or 0787 2222892
New, unused Frolic 18 hull with two wheeled trailer. Currently having decking professionally fitted . Pictures on request asap.
Tel: 01487 823618. fishpot2@gmail.com £5,500
Classic 19 foot Thames Launch Bayliss, Eel Pie Island, 1972, converted Thames Electric Launch Co 2002, 48V motor, eight 110Ah traction
batteries new 2010.2 berths, galley, porta potti. Marine ply on oak. Good condition. Current BSC. Valued at £12,000, reduced to £8,000. Henley
07975815419
Pictures and details of most of the boats for sale are on the EBA website www.electric-boats.org.uk under 'For Sale'.
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Electric Boat Association
Honorary President
Malcolm Moss

Calendar 2014

Chairman
Tony Rymell
Lyewater Farmhouse, 2 Lywater,
Crewkerne
Somerset, TA18 8BB
Tel: 0146078295

August

e-mail: chairman@eboat.org.uk

September

Secretary
Barbara Penniall
150 Wayside Green, Wood cote, Reading,
Berks RG8 OQJ
Tel: 01491 681449
e-mail: secretary@eboat.org.uk
Membership Secretary
Tony Dunning
27 Bridge End, Egremont
Cumbria, CA22 2RE
Tel: 01946 820875
email: membership@eboat.org.uk
Editor - Electric Boat
Don Wright
3 Yeoford Drive
Altrincham
Cheshire WA14 4UP
Tel: 01612330879
e-mail: editor@eboat.org.uk

EBA event

Ely Cruise
Great Ouse, River Cam
and Old West

12th - 21st

EBA interest

Southampton Boat Show

18th

EBA event

EBA Presentation
Exhibitors Lounge
Southampton Boat Show

EBA interest

London Boat Show
Excel Centre

30th - 31st

2015
January
9th - 18th

Marketing Manager - Electric Boat
Position Vacant
Vice Chairman - Business Members
Position Vacant
Vice Chairman - Private Members
Position Vacant
Webmaster
Nick Goldring
8 Ambleside Close, Woodley, Reading,
Berks. RG5 4JJ
Tel: 01189 694657
e-mail: webmaster@eboat.org.uk
Treasurer
Don Wright
3 Yeoford Drive, Altrincham,
Cheshire WA14 4UP
Tel: 0161 2330879
e-mail: treasurer@eboat.org.uk
Founder Editor
Kevin Desmond
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Please note that events and dates may change, while some are still being
planned. For more details, or notice of other events, check the websites or
contact the EBA Secretary.

Granville Residentialltd.

36 West Street, Marlow, Bucks SL7 2NB, UK

Sales ~ Letting

Tel 01628 48138 1 E-mail post@g rl.co.uk www.grl.co.uk
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